ACCOMMODATION RULES
Dear guests,
Maria guesthouse offers you great accommodation in pleasant environment and therefore we
request you to behave as if it were yours and did not destroy it.
We try to make you feel home here, maybe even better and therefore we request you to follow
these accommodation rules.
1. A guesthouse can only accommodate a guest who is properly checked in. For this purpose the
guest shall present an identity card, a passport or another valid identification document immediately
upon arrival containing at least the name, surname, personal identification number and a photo of
the owner.
2. The guesthouse provides guests with services to the extent specified by the respective legislation
on categorization of accommodation facilities.
3. The guesthouse may offer accommodation other than originally agreed if it is not substantially
different from a confirmed order.
4. Based on the order, the guesthouse has to accommodate a guest from 16.00 to 20.00, until
the same time the room shall be booked. After 20:00, the room can be disposed of.
5. If a guest requests an extension of the stay, the guesthouse can offer him another room type
than the one in which he was accommodated.
6. The guesthouse is not responsible for money and valuable things unless he exclusively took them
into custody.
7. In the guest room guests can only receive visits with the consent of the operator who is
authorized to verify the identity of the visit and to write a visit to the guestbook.
Visits can be received from 8.00 to 20.00.
8. In case of illness or injury of the guest, the operator is obliged to ensure medical assistance, or
transfer to the hospital.
9. The guest can use the room at the time agreed. The guest's check out is no later than at
10.00 on the last day of the stay.
10. Smoking is strictly forbidden in the guesthouse areas and rooms!
Sanction for smoking is € 35.00 per day.
11. In a room, a guest is not allowed to move any equipment, make modifications and any
interventions in the electrical network or other installation without the consent of the operator.
12. Before leaving, it is mandatory to provide the key and lock the room.
13. Guests are not allowed to take sports equipment into the room. The space reserved for that will
be shown to him by the staff. The guest must not take firearms, explosive, volatile
substances into the room.
14. Dogs and other animals may be accommodated provided the operator agrees to do so.
15. The price list is available at the spot facilitated for guest check in.
16. Please report room failures (missing inventory or damaged facility), at the reception
immediately upon your arrival. After your stay, they may not be acknowledged.
17. Guests are required to adhere to the hotel policy. If they do not follow it, the operator is entitled
to withdraw from the service accommodation contract before the agreed time.
We wish you a pleasant stay.
Maria guesthouse team
The rules are valid from May 15, 2010. In Korna 15.5.2010

